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For more information,  
please visit: www.bestcure.md

   Providing purified drinking water and affordable sewer 
systems in every part of the world by 2030

   Establishing a global standard of healthcare delivery 
system using a hub-and-spoke model, with express 
and mobile clinics linked to general medical centers 
and super-specialty medical centers

   Reduce suffering/deaths from major diseases such as 
cardiac, cancer, diabetes, and others by 50% by the 
end of the next decade

3E – Education, Empowerment and Equality 
Krishnan Suthanthiran has established a division under BCF called  
“3E – Education, Empowerment and Equality” to promote the 
development and advancement of women. It is his belief that every 
man and woman was given birth to, nursed, nourished, and raised by 
women, and therefore, they share a greater responsibility in juggling 
career and family, in raising children and caring for the home.

Contact: Krishnan Suthanthiran • President & Founder  
krish@bestcure.md –or– krish@teambest.com

http://www.teambest.com/about_bio.html

A healthy person has many wishes,  
but the sick person has only one.  
Health is wealth.

– Indian Proverb –

Life is a gift from our parents. We are  
born to live, and live to enjoy and cherish  
our gift. We can look at every obstacle 
as an opportunity or every opportunity 
as an obstacle. Who we are, what we 
are, and where we are, have a lot to do 
with the choices we have made and the 
ones we did not. Our career and service 
to the community are the outcome  
of what we do with the gift.

– Krishnan Suthanthiran –

Krishnan Suthanthiran is an entrepreneur engaged in  
multiple business ventures in Medical, Energy, Entertainment, 
and Real Estate and holds the role of President for multiple 
companies globally. Having lost his father to cancer while he 
was an undergraduate student, he has dedicated his career 
to cancer research and treatment. TeamBest products are 
used to treat millions of cancer patients every day globally.  
On April 29th 2015, in memory of his father and the millions of 
people affected by cancer, he launched his career-long goal 
of a ‘Global War on Cancer’ promoting Proactive Healthcare 
Delivery Systems worldwide. 

Mr. Suthanthiran has received multiple awards and honors 
including: TUNE International ICON Award from Thiruvalluvar 
University (January 2017), “International Man of the Year 
2016” award from the Multi Ethnic Advisory Task Force 
(MEATF) (October 2016), Power of One Award from the Patcha 
Foundation (October 2016), keynote speaker at the Global 
Health Catalyst Cancer Summit at Harvard Medical School 
(April 2016), and the Tamil American Pioneer (TAP) Award  
from the Federation of Tamil Sangams of North America 
(FeTNA) (July 2015).

Best Cure Foundation’s Goals

About Krishnan Suthanthiran 
President & Founder  

Best Cure Foundation & TeamBest Companies
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Krishnan Suthanthiran traveled to Canada from India in September 1969 after graduating with 
a Bachelor’s Degree in Mechanical Engineering from University of Madras, India, to pursue 
his Master’s Degree in Mechanical Engineering at Carleton University in Ottawa, Ontario. He 
arrived with a total of 400 Canadian Dollars. Subsequently, he received a National Research 
Council of Canada Research Assistantship which helped him to meet his financial needs. All 
of his college education was financed using his merit scholarship and Research Assistantship. 
He graduated with a Master’s Degree in Mechanical Engineering in 1971 from Carleton 
University.  He moved to the United States in 1972 and worked as an Engineer Physicist at 
Howard University Hospital in Washington, DC, USA until 1978.

He has founded and invested hundreds of millions of US dollars globally during the past 40 years, in medical 
products manufacturing, healthcare delivery, real estate, entertainment, and energy companies. His family of medical 
companies is known collectively as TeamBest. He founded and supports a few non-profit charitable organizations to 
make quality education and healthcare affordable and accessible globally. He has contributed substantially to setting 
up endowed chair and endowments for scholarships at various universities. He has provided significant funding to 
support medical research and treatment by partnering with academic institutions, national labs, and hospitals around 
the world.

Having lost his father to cancer while he was an undergraduate student in engineering, he has dedicated his career 
to cancer research and treatment. TeamBest products are used to treat millions of cancer patients globally. On April 
29th 2015, in memory of his father and the millions of people affected by cancer, he launched his career-long goal 
of a ‘Global War on Cancer’ (see press release: https://www.prbuzz.com/health-a-fitness/310650-global-war-on-
cancer-launched-by-best-cure-foundation-and-teambest-companies.html) promoting Proactive Healthcare Delivery 
Systems worldwide, which are focused on transparency of clinical benefits, outcome, and cost. Using a Total Health 
Approach through prevention, early detection, and effective treatment, improvement of clinical outcomes are possible 
at a significantly lower cost. TeamBest and Best Cure Foundation (BCF) are planning to create a global standard of 
healthcare delivery system using a hub-and-spoke model, with express and mobile clinics linked to general medical 
centers and super specialty medical centers. Best Cure Foundation is also working towards providing purified drinking 
water and affordable sewer systems in every part of the world, by the end of the next decade.

He has established a division under BCF called “3E – Education, Empowerment and Equality” to promote the 
development and advancement of women. It is his belief that every man and woman was given birth to, nursed, 
and nourished by women, and therefore, they share a greater responsibility in juggling career and family, in raising 
children and caring for the home. In memory of his mother, Krish is proud to support women around the world in 
pursuing their goals through the 3E organization.

He is planning to establish a multi-phased energy project in the town of Kitsault, British Columbia, Canada, which 
he owns in its entirety, under Kitsault Energy. This project is estimated to cost $30 to 40 Billion over 7–10 years for 
establishing a dedicated energy corridor from northeast British Columbia and northwest Alberta to Kitsault; an export 
terminal and port for shipping energy products to Asia and Latin America.  Currently, Kitsault Energy is working with 
multiple partners who have expressed desire to invest in this project and to be part of a group of customers for the 
energy products.

ABOUT KRISHNAN SUTHANTHIRAN
Founder and President of TeamBest Companies, Best Cure Foundation, and Kitsault Energy

For more information, please visit: 
www.teambest.com  www.bestcure.md  www.kitsaultenergy.com
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PRESS RELEASE • November 12, 2018 

Washington, DC & Knoxville, TN USA • Vancouver, BC Canada

Best Medical International, Inc. (BMI) and Best Cyclotron Systems (BCS) both part of the TeamBest group of 
companies, are pleased to announce the creation of Best ABT, Inc.  Best ABT, Inc. has entered into an agreement 
to acquire ABT Molecular Imaging, Inc. (ABT), a Knoxville, TN based cyclotron manufacturing company.

The TeamBest group of companies, founded by Krishnan Suthanthiran, is headquartered in Springfield, Virginia, 
USA, and manufactures a variety of quality products for the radiation therapy and diagnostic community.    
BCS currently offers a wide array of cyclotrons ranging from 15 MeV to 70 MeV.  A fully-functioning Best 70 MeV 
cyclotron has been successfully installed in Legnaro, Italy.  BCS is currently installing several other cyclotrons 
in various countries worldwide.

Best ABT, Inc. will be a valuable addition to the TeamBest cyclotron portfolio that will allow TeamBest to deliver 
quality oncology diagnosis and care to a large group of currently underserved patients worldwide.  The acquisition 
of ABT will bring a wealth of experience in smaller cyclotron technology, as well as in automated chemistry to 
TeamBest.  The cyclotron manufactured by ABT, the BG-75 Biomarker Generator (BG-75 System) is smaller 
and easier to install and operate than most conventional systems.  The BG-75 integrates a compact cyclotron 
with micro-chemistry and automated quality control system, to provide on-demand F-18 FDG production in 
one seamless solution (“Dose-On-Demand”) to support the diagnostic community.  With more than 25 BG-75 
Systems sold worldwide, Best ABT, Inc. will allow the TeamBest group of companies to expand its global reach 
into more diverse markets than ever before.

With this acquisition, TeamBest is taking another step in delivering on its promise to deliver “healthcare 
for everyone”.  Together with Best Cure Foundation (BCF), the TeamBest group of companies will set up a  
hub-and-spoke model healthcare delivery system, linked to General, as well as Super-Specialty Medical Centers, 
availing themselves of all of TeamBest’s new and advanced technologies worldwide.

For more information, please visit www.teambest.com or visit our booth #4124 at RSNA in Chicago, Illinois 
November 25–28, 2018.

Contacts: 

Manny Subramanian, Ph.D.  +1 703-451-2378 • manny@teambest.com  
Director of Research & Development, Best Medical International, Inc. 

Krishnan Suthanthiran  +1 703-451-2378 • krish@teambest.com  
President & Founder, TeamBest Companies • Best Cure Foundation

TeamBest Companies enters agreement to acquire ABT Molecular 
Imaging, Inc. and announces creation of Best ABT, Inc.

For more information, please visit: www.teambest.com  www.bestcure.md
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PRESS RELEASE  •  6:00 AM EST • MAY 24, 2018 
Cincinnati, Ohio & Washington, DC, USA

Best Theratronics Ltd. (BTL), Best Cyclotron Systems (BCS), Best Particle Therapy (BPT), and Best Medical 
International (BMI) – all part of TeamBest Medical Companies – are the only companies offering a range of new 
medical cyclotrons and synchrotrons. These use the most advanced new technologies to offer revolutionary 
diagnosis and treatment capabilities. 

In the next couple of years, Best Particle Therapy will introduce their unique 400 MeV ion Rapid Cycling Medical 
Synchrotron (iRCMS) with Variable Energy, Heavy Ion Treatment Technologies, offering Proton-to-Carbon Heavy 
Ion, for Highly Precise, Conformal and Hypo-Fractionated Radiation Therapy. This will be the most advanced 
new technology for Cancer Therapy, enhancing the cure for many millions of Cancer patients, who do not have 
this option currently. 

The advantages of the Best 400 MeV iRCMS are:

•   Intrinsically small beams – facilitating beam delivery with precision for the most conformal radiation therapy
•   Hypo-fractionated radiation therapy
•   Small beam sizes – small magnets, light gantries – smaller footprint
•   Highly efficient single turn extraction – less shielding
•   Flexibility – heavy ion beam therapy (protons and/or carbon), beam delivery modalities

In addition to the iRCMS, BCS currently offers a range of New Advanced Technology Cyclotrons, ranging from 
15 MeV to 70 MeV – with as high as 1000 micro Amp current for each cyclotron. With the development of a 
Multi-Particle (Alpha, Deuteron and Proton) 35 MeV Cyclotron, BCS can support the needs of all new therapy 
capabilities as well. 

In partnership with Best Cure Foundation (BCF), TeamBest Companies will set up a Hub-and-Spoke Model of 
Healthcare Delivery System, using Express and Mobile Clinics, linked to General and Super-Specialty Medical 
Centers, using all of TeamBest’s new and advanced technologies globally.

For more info, please visit: www.teambest.com and www.teambest.com/about_bio.html.

Krishnan Suthanthiran
Founder & President  
TeamBest Companies & Best Cure Foundation

krish@teambest.com 
Tel: +1 703-451-2378

Best Particle Therapy, Inc. is Developing a 
Highly Revolutionary New Treatment for Cancer Therapy

7643 Fullerton Road, Springfield, VA 22153 USA
phone 703 451 2378   800 336 4970   www.teambest.com    www.bestcure.md

The most precise and conformal Cancer Therapy, using hypo-fractionation, supported by a range of the most 
advanced cyclotrons for research and radioisotope production for medical diagnosis and therapy in the world

BPT_BCS_BTL_BMI_PressRelease_MAY-24-2018_PrettyVersion_v3_05232018_600pm.indd   1 5/22/19   6:57:25 PM



Best Cure Foundation and TeamBest Companies launched the “Best Global Healthcare Uberization“ in 2018.

Some of the TeamBest Companies have been in existence nearly 100 years, and have been pioneers in the 
development of many technologies, products and treatment planning softwares, etc. used in Radiation Therapy 
for malignant and non-malignant diseases.

Best Cure Foundation, a global nonprofit NGO founded in 2007, has been promoting a Total Health™ approach 
– consisting of Prevention, Early Detection and Effective Treatment for Total Cure – by practicing ProActive 
Healthcare Delivery with Full Transparency on Clinical Outcome, Benefits and Cost. These goals can be 
accomplished by establishing a Hub-and-Spoke Model Healthcare Delivery System, with Express & Mobile 
Clinics linked to General and Super/Multi-Specialty Medical Centers, connected to 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 Star 
Apartment Hotels around the world.

Globally, Cardiac Diseases lead as the number one cause of death, with Cancer as the second, and Medical 
Misadministration/Negligence/Infection acquired at Hospitals/Clinics as the third largest killer.

Our Best Global Healthcare Uberization will focus on Clinical-Outcome-based Reimbursement, with all modern 
technologies and alternative medicine practices under one roof. These include Best Cure Health System and  
Best Cure Insurance (both nonprofit NGOs), Best Medical Real Estate Investment Trust (for building  
infrastructure), Best Medical Capital (for all technologies financing/leasing/service/maintenance), and TeamBest 
Companies for manufacturing all the products/devices/technologies.

Currently, similar systems do exist – such as Kaiser Permanente/Foundation which has non-profit Healthcare 
Delivery and Health Insurance in the USA. In addition, there are Group Purchasing Organizations (GPOs) that 
achieve some of these goals. However, we need a more elaborate network that will include manufacturing 
and financing/leasing/service/maintenance, encompassing all technologies (low, medium, high and highest), 
including Alternative Medicine to create a Global Standard of Healthcare Delivery.

Worldwide, we spend 10 Trillion USD a year for Healthcare Delivery, and it is growing by 10% per year as the 
single largest economy in the world.

Please join Best Cure Foundation and TeamBest Companies in our global efforts to reduce death and suffering 
from Cancer, Cardiac, Diabetes and all major diseases, by 50% or more by the end of next decade 2030. 

For more information, please visit http://www.teambest.com/about_bio.html.

Contact:  
Krishnan Suthanthiran  
President & Founder  
TeamBest Companies • Best Cure Foundation • Kitsault Energy

+1 703-451-2378 • krish@teambest.com

Best Global Healthcare Uberization

For more information, please visit: www.teambest.com  www.bestcure.md  www.kitsaultenergy.com
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PRESS RELEASE  •  FEBRUARY 19, 2018 
Washington, DC, USA  •  Ottawa, ON, CANADA  •  Chennai/Mumbai/New Delhi, INDIA  

In 2007, Krishnan Suthanthiran established Best Cure Foundation (a non-profit non-governmental organization) 
to make quality healthcare and higher education affordable and accessible to everyone globally. 

Mr. Suthanthiran believes, “Health is wealth – A healthy person has many wishes, but a sick person has only 
one. Everyone deserves the best healthcare. In addition, higher education is the most effective way to eliminate 
poverty and promote global understanding and peace.” 

Best Cure Foundation’s main goal is to reduce the deaths and suffering from Cancer, Cardiac, Diabetes and 
other major diseases by 50% by the end of the next decade.

Over the last 11 years, Mr. Suthanthiran has been promoting Best Cure Foundation at his own expense and 
contributions – and now, Amazon, Berkshire Hathaway and JPMorgan Chase & Co. have joined together to 
establish a form of non-profit healthcare program (contemplated by BCF 11 years ago) for nearly one million 
of their employees. There are other groups around the world trying to implement the recommendations of BCF 
over the last ten years. 

Mr. Suthanthiran is launching his Global Healthcare Plan, by establishing a Hub-and-Spoke Model healthcare 
delivery system of Express and Mobile Clinics linked to General and Super-Specialty Medical Centers. These 
are part of his efforts to set right the vast 10+ trillion USD global healthcare economy, which is growing at 
10% or more every year, using his non-profit foundations – Best Real Estate Investment Trust, Best Medical 
Capital and his family of private medical companies, collectively known as TeamBest. TeamBest Companies are 
innovators and pioneers of many of the advanced medical technologies used globally today. 

Mr. Suthanthiran has stated, “BCF will be using a Total Health approach of Prevention, Early Detection and 
Effective Treatment for Total Cure, using many new innovative technologies and practices, including a Proactive 
Healthcare Delivery System, with full transparency on clinical outcomes, benefits and costs.”

For more information, please visit: www.bestcure.md and www.teambest.com/about_bio.html

Krishnan Suthanthiran
Founder & President  
Best Cure Foundation and TeamBest Companies

krish@bestcure.md / krish@teambest.com 
Tel: +1 703-451-2378

Best Cure Foundation (BCF) & TeamBest Companies are launching 
non-profit/non-governmental Best Cure Health System &  

Best Cure Insurance globally to make the 10+ trillion USD global 
healthcare delivery system significantly better and less expensive

7643 Fullerton Road, Springfield, VA 22153 USA
phone 703 451 2378   800 336 4970   www.bestcure.md   www.teambest.com
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PRESS RELEASE  •  FEBRUARY 19, 2018  
Washington, DC, USA  •  Ottawa, ON, CANADA  •  Chennai/Mumbai/New Delhi, INDIA

BCHS will establish a global network of 500 plus Cyclotrons (15 MeV to 70 MeV) and  
Radiopharmaceutical Clinics with full-fledged Diagnostic Radiology Centers as part of BCHS Delivery 
Network. 

These Medical and Diagnostic Centers will operate 24/7, and offer care at lower than normal charges, 
including significantly reduced co-pays for patients, in conjunction with BCHS Express and Mobile 
Clinics, General and Super-Specialty Medical Centers. 

All of the technologies, devices and products associated with the delivery of these BCHS Medical 
Services will be manufactured, distributed, installed, commissioned and serviced by TeamBest 
Companies.

For more information, please visit: www.bestcure.md and www.teambest.com/about_bio.html

Krishnan Suthanthiran
Founder & President  
Best Cure Foundation and TeamBest Companies

krish@bestcure.md / krish@teambest.com 
Tel: +1 703-451-2378

Best Cure Health System (BCHS), in partnership with  
Best Cure Foundation (BCF), TeamBest Companies, 
and Best Cure Insurance (BCI) is launching a new 

revolutionary, non-profit healthcare delivery program

7643 Fullerton Road, Springfield, VA 22153 USA
phone 703 451 2378   800 336 4970   www.bestcure.md   www.teambest.com
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PRESS RELEASE • Ottawa, Ontario, CANADA & Vancouver, British Columbia, CANADA  
FEBRUARY 13, 2018

Best Cyclotron Systems, Inc. (BCSI) and Best Theratronics Limited (BTL), both members of TeamBest 
Companies, announce a range of cyclotrons with highly advanced, state-of-the-art technologies, for 
Research, Diagnostic and Therapy Isotope Production.

The Best 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 70 MeV Proton Cyclotrons are designed for single particle, but with multiple 
beam lines. In addition, a new advanced design Best 35 MeV Multi-particle and Multi-beam Cyclotron (to 
produce Alpha, Deuterons and Protons) is currently under development to meet customers’ needs.

All of the Best Cyclotrons can be designed to operate at 1000 Micro Amp Current or higher for Proton 
Beams and will have the capability to be a potential Neutron source for the production of select medical 
radioisotopes for research, diagnostic and therapy applications.

Two years ago in Italy, TeamBest installed the only 70 MeV Cyclotron produced by a commercial enterprise, 
operating as specified, at full power, and capable of operating higher than 700 Micro Amp, for Proton 
Beams as high as 70 MeV.

Over the last several years, BCSI and BTL have become the most capable Multi-Particle, Multi-Beam and 
Multi-Energy Cyclotrons in the world. 

For more details and information, please visit: 
http://www.teambest.com/news_press/BCSBPT022018/

Krishnan Suthanthiran
Founder & President  
TeamBest Companies  
krish@teambest.com  
Tel: +1 613-591-2100

Best Cyclotrons Systems, Inc. & Best Theratronics Ltd. 
Announce Advanced State-of-the-Art Cyclotrons  

Designed and Manufactured in Canada

Best Theratronics HQ
413 March Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2K 0E4 Canada
phone +1 613 591 2100   +1 866 792 8598   www.theratronics.com

Best Cyclotron Systems HQ
8765 Ash St., Unit 7, Vancouver, BC  V6P 6T3 Canada
phone +1 604 681 3327   +1 866 909 4647   www.bestcyclotron.com

Best Medical International / TeamBest Companies HQ
7643 Fullerton Road, Springfield, VA 22153 USA
phone 703 451 2378   800 336 4970   www.teambest.com
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For more information, please contact:  info@anmjnl.org    www.anmjnl.org

Advances in Nuclear 
Medicine & Molecular 
Imaging (ANMMI) will be  
a quarterly online journal,  
free of subscription fees to 
all medical professionals and 
libraries around the world!

Starting in June 2019 or later

The ANMMI International Online Journal is being created by Krishnan Suthanthiran, President 
& Founder of TeamBest Companies including Best Cyclotron Systems, Inc., along with several 
medical professionals across the globe, to form a board of editors for this peer-reviewed 
journal.

Each quarter, the ANMMI International Online Journal will be distributed to subscribers via 
email. Two weeks after each release to subscribers, content will be made available to read 
online at www.anmjnl.org.

The ANMMI International Online Journal is funded in part by the following:

bestcure.md      brachytherapy.org      bestcyclotron.com      teambest.com
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For more information, please contact:  info@artjnl.org    www.artjnl.org
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Advances in 
Radiation Therapy 
(ART) will be a 
quarterly online 
journal, free of 
subscription fees 
to all medical 
professionals and 
libraries around  
the world!

Introducing a new online journal...
Starting in June 2019 or sooner!

The ART International Online Journal is being created by Krishnan Suthanthiran,  
President & Founder of TeamBest Companies, along with several medical professionals 
across the globe, to form a board of editors for this peer-reviewed journal.

Each quarter, the ART International Online Journal will be distributed to subscribers via 
email. Two weeks after each release to subscribers, content will be made available to read 
online at www.artjnl.org.

www.bestcure.md        www.brachytherapy.org        www.teambest.com

The ART International Online Journal is funded in part by the following:
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PRESS RELEASE • Vancouver, BC & Ottawa, ON, CANADA • Mumbai & New Delhi, INDIA  

FEBRUARY 19, 2018

Kitsault Energy (KE) is pleased to announce plans to turn waste into energy in India and Canada using a 
Proprietary and Patented process.  The waste includes legacy waste wood from pulp and paper plants, municipal 
solid waste, road waste, food waste, animal manure, and invasive species such as Gando Baval in India.  The 
process produces high-energy water-repellent solid biofuel that burns with no residual ash making it ideal for 
coal replacement in the steel and cement industries, who together are responsible for 10% of fossil-fuel green 
house gas emissions worldwide.  KE’s process is a green solution to landfills and holding ponds that transforms 
the energy of decaying bio-waste into a viable coal alternative, which offsets fossil carbon dioxide, reduces 
methane off-gassing, and eliminates prions when used to treat animal manure.  The process works especially 
well with high-moisture bio-waste, avoiding costly pre-drying.

Krishnan Suthanthiran, President & Founder of KE says, “Kitsault Energy invites municipalities, companies, 
and governments with a green vision of the future to join us. Climate change, the expected cost of carbon in 
tomorrow’s economy, the desire to get off fossil fuels, the need to develop alternative energy sources, the ever-
growing problem of landfills, and the drive for a sustainable future are all compelling reasons to join us. We offer 
a small step in the right direction.”

Kitsault Energy was founded to develop the energy riches of the Pacific Northwest of Canada by Krishnan 
Suthanthiran, who also is the President and Founder of the TeamBest Companies devoted to providing affordable 
healthcare.  Reducing pollution and developing green energy sources is part of KE’s prescription for a healthy 
planet.

For more information about Kitsault Energy, please visit www.kitsaultenergy.com/press. To read Krish 
Suthanthiran’s bio, please visit www.teambest.com/about_bio.html 

Contact:  
Krishnan Suthanthiran  
President & Founder  
Kitsault Energy • Best Cure Foundation • TeamBest Companies

+1 703-451-2378 • krish@kitsaultenergy.com

Kitsault Energy (KE) Announces Plan to  
Turn Waste into Energy in India and Canada

For more information, please visit: www.kitsaultenergy.com  www.bestcure.md  www.teambest.com
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PRESS RELEASE • Vancouver, BC & Ottawa, ON, CANADA • Mumbai & New Delhi, INDIA  
FEBRUARY 14, 2018

India and Canada need each other, yet what took so long for its two Leaders to meet after being elected in 2014 
and 2015?

The Prime Minister of Canada, Hon. Justin Trudeau will meet his counterpart, Indian Prime Minister Hon. 
Narinder Modi, over four days with a group of Canadian and Indian business leaders on February 20–23, 2018 
in Mumbai and New Delhi, India.

Canada is landlocked and unable to ship and sell its energy products to any country except USA. In fact, 
Canada has been the second largest importer of US crude oil during the past 9 months. USA is producing as 
much crude oil as Saudi Arabia (10.3 million plus barrels of crude oil per day, currently) and exporting LNG, LPG, 
crude oil and refined petroleum products (such as diesel and gasoline) globally, including Asia.

In the meantime, most of the Canadian projects, though they have questionable economics of financial returns, 
have been shelved – for LNG productions, Crude Oil and Natural Gas Pipelines – thereby, no export to Asia and 
other countries, except the projects promoted by Kitsault Energy (www.kitsaultenergy.com).

India imports 90% of its crude oil and the majority of its natural gas, LPG and LNG annually.

Kitsault Energy is working to solve the challenges of both India and Canada by exporting a range of Canadian 
Energy Products (in fact, all of Canada’s available for export) from a dedicated Energy Corridor, Port and Terminal 
from Kitsault, BC – as this is the least expensive, most environmentally sound, and with the least number of First 
Nations along the Pipeline Route. (KE is working with the First Nations to build their local economy, help with 
housing, healthcare, education, training and job creation.)

Both TransCanada and Enbridge/Spectra have secured many of the necessary approvals for a dedicated Energy 
Corridor of multiple pipelines from the energy-rich NE BC and NW Alberta, to or via Kitsault, to the Tidewater 
on the NW BC.

KE has many interested parties for Canada’s energy products and investments in pipeline and other infrastructures, 
including production plants for methanol and LNG.

Mr. Suthanthiran has travelled to Asia several times over the past few years and is “...excited to present this 
solution to the Prime Ministers of Canada and India to solve both countries’ energy challenges and the huge 
pollution problems in India.” 

For more information about Kitsault Energy, please visit www.kitsaultenergy.com/press. To read Krish 
Suthanthiran’s bio, please visit www.teambest.com/about_bio.html 

Contact:  
Krishnan Suthanthiran  
President & Founder, Kitsault Energy • Best Cure Foundation • TeamBest Companies

+1 703-451-2378 • krish@kitsaultenergy.com

Kitsault Energy is Working to Solve the Energy Challenges of both 
India and Canada, including the Pollution Problems of India

For more information, please visit: www.kitsaultenergy.com  www.bestcure.md  www.teambest.com
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PRESS RELEASE • October 12, 2016 • Vancouver, BC, Canada and Calgary, AB, Canada

Krish Suthanthiran, President of Kitsault Energy, will be speaking at the BC Natural Gas Symposium taking place at the Four 
Seasons Hotel, Vancouver on October 25th, 2016. Mr. Suthanthiran’s speech titled “Update on Kitsault Energy and the Hypocrisy 
of Energy Policies”, will highlight a smarter, significantly less expensive, environmentally sensible, and quicker solution to address 
the Canadian energy crisis. 

Where we are today – Canadian and International Energy Companies have spent nearly 15 Billion USD over the last ten years 
to build multiple pipelines, estimated to cost nearly 100 Billion USD, yet none has been built so far, either for natural gas or crude 
oil. 

Here are the rough estimates for the various energy pipeline projects: 

•  Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain Pipeline to add another 400,000 Barrels of Crude Oil per day,  
(doubling the capacity) – 8 to 10 Billion USD. 

•  Enbridge Northern Gateway project to Kitimat – 6 to 8 Billion USD. 
•  TransCanada, XL Keystone – 15 Billion USD. 
•  TransCanada, Canada East – 15 to 20 Billion USD. 
•  Petronas/TransCanada Natural Gas Pipeline to Lelu Island – 6 to 8 Billion USD. 
•  BG Group/Spectra Natural Gas Pipeline to Ridley Island – 5 to 7 Billion USD. 
•  Shell Kitimat project Natural Gas Pipeline – 4 to 5 Billion USD. 
•  Chevron/Woodside Kitimat Project Pipeline – 4 to 5 Billion USD.

The market for LNG and crude oil – In the near future, the USA will not need Canadian natural gas or crude oil, as they are 
producing a large quantity domestically and get less expensive imports from countries like Mexico, Nigeria, Venezuela, and Saudi 
Arabia. However, Japan, Korea, China, India, and other Asian countries do need significant quantities of energy products, both 
crude oil and natural gas.

Kitsault, BC, Canada, north of Prince Rupert, is the closest to Asia – about one week of travel time – with no canal or other tolls 
along the way, nor delays due to port traffic congestion. Kitsault is the shortest distance from Northeast BC and Northwest 
Alberta for all energy products, with the pipeline estimated to be only 700 kilometers long. The Alice Arm waterway (where Kitsault 
is located) is wide, deep, and ice-free, and ships will need to travel only 50 to 60 kilometers before entering international waters. 
This is a significant advantage over Prince Rupert and Kitimat Douglas Channel waterways which has expanding container, coal, 
passenger, and ferry traffic.

By establishing a Dedicated Energy Corridor (DEC) and Dedicated Export Terminal (DET) with multiple pipelines carrying a range 
of energy products, Kitsault Energy Port and Terminal will be environmentally sensible, smarter, and significantly less expensive 
than building 10,000 to 15,000 kilometers of pipeline all over Canada and USA at a cost of nearly 100 Billion USD. Pipelines 
carrying energy products to Kitsault Port and Terminal will cost approximately 20 to 25 Billion USD. Infrastructure such as housing 
for nearly 1,000 residents, BC hydro electricity grid, community center, library, recreation centers, and restaurants already exist 
at the town of Kitsault, further reducing the potential environmental footprint. In addition, the DEC to Kitsault can be monitored 
continuously by a team of drones, to ensure all systems are functioning properly. 

Mr. Suthanthiran will also be participating at the Energy Roundtable on October 12th at the Hyatt Regency in Calgary, Alberta.

For more information about Kitsault Energy, please visit www.kitsaultenergy.com/press. To read Krish Suthanthiran’s bio, 
please visit www.teambest.com/about_bio.html 

Contact:  
Krishnan Suthanthiran  
President, Kitsault Energy and Best Cure Foundation

+1 703-451-2378 • krish@kitsaultenergy.com

Krish Suthanthiran, President of Kitsault Energy, Proposes a 
Smarter and Significantly Less Expensive, Environmentally Sensible 

and Quicker Solution to Address the Canadian Energy Crisis

For more information, please visit: www.kitsaultenergy.com  www.bestcure.md
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PRESS RELEASE  •  WASHINGTON, DC, USA  •  APRIL 20, 2016

On April 29–30, 2016, Krishnan Suthanthiran, President of TeamBest Group of Companies and Founder of Best 
Cure Foundation, will be the keynote speaker at the Global Health Catalyst Cancer Summit at the Harvard Medical 
School in Boston, MA, USA. In addition to Mr. Suthanthiran’s keynote speech, the meeting will also feature 
speakers from Harvard Medical School, presidents of medical companies and global non-profit organizations, 
professors of area universities, and other strategic partners, in the fight against Cancer worldwide and the 
elimination of global health disparities.

This summit coincides with the first anniversary of the Global War on Cancer initiative launched by Mr. 
Suthanthiran on April 29, 2015. With his plan, he seeks to establish a Hub-and-Spoke model of healthcare 
delivery systems to overcome shortcomings and make quality healthcare affordable and accessible worldwide. 
It is Mr. Suthanthiran’s belief that, “Everyone deserves the best healthcare, regardless of ethnicity, gender, 
economic status, or geographical location.”

In 1965, Krishnan Suthanthiran’s father was diagnosed with colon cancer while Krishnan was an undergraduate 
engineering student in India. For more than three years, he watched painfully as the cancer spread throughout 
his  father’s  body,  reducing  a  strong  and  robust  man  to  a  mere  shadow  of  his  former  self.  His father 
finally passed away in 1968, after a long and painful struggle. Witnessing the suffering he endured from cancer 
was the turning point that led Mr. Suthanthiran to dedicate his career to the prevention and possible cure for 
all types of cancer. Mr. Suthanthiran has spent more than  40  years  in  cancer  research,  treatment,  and  
cure.  He has established and acquired a number of medical companies globally, in order to collect many 
of the technologies needed to establish a Proactive Healthcare Delivery System. The system is focused  on  
transparency  of  clinical  outcome, benefits and cost using  a  Total  Health  Approach  –  Prevention,  Early  
Detection,  and  Effective  Treatment  for Total Cure.

Mr. Suthanthiran states that, “It is an honour to have been chosen to give the keynote address at the Global 
Health Catalyst Cancer Summit, and I hope that everyone will join my efforts in the Global War on Cancer.”

For more information, please visit: www.teambest.com/about_bio.html

Krishnan Suthanthiran
Founder & President  
TeamBest Companies and Best Cure Foundation

krish@teambest.com / krish@bestcure.md 
Tel: +1 613-591-2100

Krishnan Suthanthiran, Founder & President of TeamBest 
Companies and Best Cure Foundation, will be the keynote 

speaker at the Global Health Catalyst Cancer Summit at the 
Harvard Medical School, April 29-30, 2016, Boston, MA, USA

7643 Fullerton Road, Springfield, VA 22153 USA
phone 703 451 2378   800 336 4970   fax 703 451 5228   www.teambest.com
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Today is Remembrance Day in Canada and Veterans Day in USA in honour of fallen and wounded soldiers. All of us 
sincerely appreciate their sacrifices and we want to wish their families the very best on this day of remembrance.

Last week on November 4th, 2015, the Right Honourable Justin Trudeau, Member of Parliament and the Leader of the 
Liberal Party, was sworn in as the new Prime Minister of Canada. He was joined by his mother Margaret Trudeau, wife 
Sophie Grégoire-Trudeau, his two sons, and daughter. It was an awe-inspiring event in the history of Canada and mankind 
to see the son of former Prime Minister, the late Right Honourable Pierre Elliott Trudeau, take the oath of office as Prime 
Minister of Canada in the dawn of a new era for Canada and the world.

I believe Mr. Trudeau will truly be a transformational world leader and he is already rated as one of the world’s most 
influential leaders. He has kept his promise (unlike many elected officials and leaders) of creating a diverse 30 member 
cabinet with 15 women and 15 men of distinction and seeking ethnic diversity with a First Nations female attorney as the 
Justice Minister of Canada, four Indo-Canadians for Defense, Economic Development, Innovation and Science, Small 
business and Tourism, and lastly for Infrastructure Development of Canada. This is the first time in the history of any free 
and democratic government, in any part of the world, that a transformational selection of Cabinet Ministers or Secretaries 
has been made by a leader. What a positive change and what a great day to celebrate gender parity and ethnic diversity! 
We should choose November 4th of every year as the day to celebrate gender parity and ethnic diversity.  

I would like to invite all of you, as influential members of this new government, to join my initiatives to reshape the future of 
healthcare and education in Canada and around the world:

1.  Best Cure Foundation, our non profit organization, in promoting our division 3E (Triple E) Education, 
Empowerment and Equality to promote everyone regardless of Ethnicity and Gender, by treating all as equals.  
Education is the most effective way to eliminate poverty and promote global understanding and peace.

2.  The Global War on Cancer, which strives to establish a Hub-and-Spoke model of healthcare delivery systems 
to overcome shortcomings and make quality healthcare affordable and accessible. Everyone deserves the best 
healthcare.  I am honoured to state that I have been invited by Harvard Medical School in Boston, MA, USA 
to be the keynote speaker at their Global Health Catalyst Cancer Summit, April 29–30, 2016, which is the first 
anniversary of my initiative of launching a Global War on Cancer, started on April 29, 2015.

Krishnan Suthanthiran
Founder & President — Best Cure Foundation and TeamBest Companies

krish@teambest.com / krish@bestcure.md
tel: +1 613-591-2100
For more information, please visit: www.teambest.com/about_bio.html

An Open Letter to the Right Honourable  
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, wife Sophie Grégoire-

Trudeau, and Canadian Members of Parliament 
From: Krishnan Suthanthiran, Founder & President, Best Cure Foundation and TeamBest Companies 

November 11, 2015  
Subject: The Dawn of a Truly Transformational World Leader from Canada 

Canada Office (ON): 413 March Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2K 0E4 Canada 
Canada Office (BC): 8765 Ash Street, Unit 7, Vancouver, BC V6P 6T3 Canada 
U.S. Office (HQ): 7643 Fullerton Road, Springfield, Virginia 22153 USA
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In 1965, Krishnan Suthanthiran’s father was diagnosed with colon cancer while Krishnan was an undergraduate 
engineering student in India. For more than three years, he watched painfully as the cancer spread throughout 
his father’s body, reducing a strong and robust man to a mere shadow of his former self. His father finally 
passed away in 1968, after a long and painful struggle. Witnessing the suffering he endured from cancer was 
the turning point that led Mr. Suthanthiran to dedicate his career to the prevention and possible cure for all types 
of cancer.

After graduating with a Bachelor’s (India) and Master’s (Canada) Degree in Mechanical Engineering, he was 
fortunate to be recruited in 1972 by a world-renowned oncologist in Washington, D.C., to develop devices and 
instrumentation for research and treatment of cancer patients.

Since then, Mr. Suthanthiran has spent more than 40 years in cancer research, treatment, and cure. He has 
established and acquired a number of medical companies globally, in order to collect many of the technologies 
needed to establish a Proactive Healthcare Delivery System, focused on transparency of clinical benefits, 
outcome, and cost using a Total Health Approach – Prevention, Early Detection, and Effective Treatment for 
Total Cure. TeamBest’s products have been in use in nearly 100 countries for over 60 years for cancer treatment, 
and TeamBest companies continue to work with various regions throughout the world to set up comprehensive 
cancer management solutions. Mr. Suthanthiran states that “This has been a journey of more than half a century, 
and with these efforts, I am proud to say that we are ready to launch a ‘Global War on Cancer’.”

While there have been many significant improvements and advancements in medical technologies, many patients 
around the world do not receive timely interventions or the right care. Mr. Suthanthiran firmly believes more 
should be done. In 2007, he formed the Best Cure Foundation to work with TeamBest companies, and other 
leading-edge companies and experts, to establish a Hub-and-Spoke model of healthcare delivery systems to 
overcome these shortcomings. Best Cure Foundation’s goal is to launch a Global War on Cancer that includes 
express and mobile clinics linked to general and super-specialty medical centers worldwide.

Mr. Suthanthiran has interacted with those in the private sector and government agencies, in more than 20 
countries over the last 18 months, in Asia, South America, the Middle East, and North America. In that time, he 
has stated, “It is clear that there is a groundswell of support for a better, affordable, and accessible healthcare 
delivery system globally.”

The Best Cure Foundation invites everyone to support its efforts in launching this Global War on 
Cancer. For more information, please visit www.bestcure.md and www.teambest.com, or contact  
info@bestcure.md.

Krishnan Suthanthiran
Founder & President  
Best Cure Foundation and TeamBest Companies

krish@teambest.com
703-451-2378

Global War on Cancer — Launched by  
Best Cure Foundation and TeamBest Companies

7643 Fullerton Road, Springfield, VA 22153 USA
phone 703 451 2378   800 336 4970   fax 703 451 5228   www.teambest.com
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7643 Fullerton Road, Springfield, VA 22153 USA
phone 703 451 2378   800 336 4970   fax 703 451 5228   www.teambest.com

An Open Letter to President Barack Obama and 
the Institute of Medicine (IOM)

From Krishnan Suthanthiran, Founder and President of  
Best Medical International and Best Cure Foundation

PRESS RELEASE • Springfield, VA 22153 USA • October 22, 2012 

Recently, I read the report from the Institute of Medicine (IOM) titled “Best Care at Lower Cost: The 
Path to Continuously Learning Health Care in America”, dated September 2012.  In my letters to 
President Barack Obama and World Leaders in June 2010, I mentioned reducing our healthcare 
costs by 30% of our then 2.5 TRILLION USD (annually). This amounts to 750 BILLION USD of 
savings for the year 2009.  This is exactly the amount mentioned for 2009 in the IOM report dated 
September 2012, that we could have saved if we have a system similar to what I have proposed. 
Very interesting.  Please take a moment to read my letters to President Barack Obama and World 
Leaders dated June 2010 and compare them with the IOM report of September 2012.

I founded Best Medical International in 1977 to be the Best in the world.  Having lost my father 
to Cancer, I have dedicated my career of 40 years to the prevention, early detection, effective 
treatment and total cure for Cancer, by developing and manufacturing highly innovative products 
and technologies. Being a leader and innovator, TeamBest® is currently bidding on multiple projects 
worth nearly One Billion USD worldwide.  Best’s family of companies, collectively known as 
TeamBest® is planning an additional 600,000 square feet facility for R & D, manufacturing, sales, 
marketing, exporting, and to hire nearly 1,000 high tech employees over the next 5 years or sooner.  
TeamBest®’s products are used by nearly 10,000 Hospitals worldwide at one time or another.

My commitment, dedication and passion for improving, and reducing the cost of education and 
healthcare, led to the birth of Best Cure Foundation in 2007. Best Cure is a nonprofit NGO (non-
governmental organization), committed to making quality education and health care affordable 
and accessible globally by lowering the cost as much as 30% by innovative and highly efficient 
PROACTIVE HEALTHCARE™ using the TOTAL HEALTH SYSTEM™ and Digital Technologies. Believing 
in this, I have personally provided multi-million dollars in donations and loans to Best Cure, to 
establish Express and Mobile Clinics, Medical Centers, and Super Specialty Medical Centers with 
Digital Technologies, in the USA and globally.  Early this year, I purchased a hospital in Brownsville, 
PA.

The above summary is to give you an idea of our companies, foundation and their activities.  
To learn more about us you may like to visit the following websites: www.teambest.com,  
www.bestcure.md, www.kitsault.com.

Krishnan Suthanthiran
Founder & President  
TeamBest Companies  and Best Cure Foundation

krish@teambest.com
703-451-2378
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Dear Mr. President,

This is the first in a series of my communications with you and our fellow Americans to engage in an 
objective discussion about the future of our country. 

During the healthcare reform debate, you stated: “In the end, that’s what this debate is about – it’s 
about the kind of country we want to be.”  I agree that  we are at a critical point in our history.  What 
we do to overcome America’s current challenges will define our future.  In 2020, will America be a 

country of dreams or ghost towns? 

I am proud to be an American. As an entrepreneur and small business owner with four decades 
of healthcare experience, I would like to share my vision for our country and the future of our 

healthcare system. 

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act is a historic landmark for U.S. healthcare, 
bringing a century of disappointment to an end.  Providing funds for comparative 

effectiveness studies is one of the cornerstones of the bill.  However, there remains 
widespread concern that implementing this bill will increase costs to the federal and 

state governments, thereby increasing the deficit.  Small businesses are unsure of the 
cost of premiums and other long-term effects of the bill.  We all must work together 

to address these issues and develop a comprehensive healthcare solution every 
American can support.

Mahatma Gandhi dreamed of a free India.  Today, it is the world’s largest 
democracy.  President John F. Kennedy dreamed of landing a man on the moon; 

eight years later we took that “giant step for mankind.”  Reverend Martin Luther 
King dreamed people would one day be judged by their character rather than 

their color.  He helped pave the way for you to be elected President of the 
United States.  

I, too, have a dream – one shared by millions of our fellow Americans – 
and a plan to realize this dream of quality healthcare that is affordable 

and accessible to all, yet 30 percent lower in cost this decade.  After all, 
everyone deserves the best healthcare.

Subject: Improving U.S. Healthcare Delivery at a Lower Cost  
  for a More Secure Future

An Open Letter to President Barack Obama 

from Krishnan Suthanthiran
President, Best Medical International, Inc. 
Founder, CURE Foundation

June 2010

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I, too, have a dream – one 
shared by millions of our 
fellow Americans – and a 
plan to realize this dream 
of quality healthcare that is 
affordable and accessible to 
all, yet 30 percent lower in cost 
this decade. After all, everyone 
deserves the best healthcare.

Such initiatives could save as much as $500 billion from 
the current annual healthcare expenditures in the U.S. 

of $2.5 trillion.

“A healthy person has many wishes, but the 
sick person has only one.” – Indian Proverb
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My plan can save millions of lives and alleviate the 
suffering caused by preventable diseases.  These efforts 
will help eliminate needless and expensive emergency 
room visits, hospitalization and intensive care stays.  In 
the process, our country can save as much as $500 billion 
from our current annual healthcare expenditures, now 
estimated to be $2.5 trillion and growing.  I recognize this 
is a monumental task; but we can succeed, and I believe 
we will.

When I graduated from high school in India, a friend’s 
father asked me if I was going to college like his son.  
Before I could answer, he replied sarcastically that I 
couldn’t go because my father was poor.  Yet I graduated 
with bachelor’s and master’s degrees in engineering and 
am helping many achieve the same dream.

As a young engineering student, I saw my father suffer 
and die from cancer and decided then I wanted to work 
in oncology.  After graduation I was fortunate to begin my 
career with an oncologist in Washington, DC in 1972. Five 
years later I opened Best Medical International and have 
operated the TeamBest family of companies ever since.  

I named my company Best to reflect my goal of being 
the best.  I am proud to say that we have developed a 
reputation for being the best and the most experienced 
in the business.  Our products have saved millions of lives 
worldwide and continue to do so every day.

After four decades in healthcare, I have seen the 
good, the bad, and the ugly sides of medicine and 
health insurance.  I founded CURE Foundation in 2007 
to create a new paradigm and promote my plan for 
improving healthcare globally.  Among our goals and 
accomplishments:

 CURE Foundation plans to establish world-
class express/mobile clinics and medical centers 
globally. Supported by CURE Global Purchasing 
Organization, utilizing CURE Global Insurance, 
they will be truly non-profit, non-governmental, 
private, self-sustaining organizations.

 CURE Foundation will open the first of one 
thousand such centers in Montgomery County, 
Maryland by the end of this year.  The center 
will focus on establishing a global standard of 
care. These centers will care for patients on an 
individual basis, providing the best care for their 
specific needs.  

 CURE centers will recruit only skilled 
medical professionals with integrity.  Free 
continuing medical education and training will 
be offered.  Bonuses and incentives will be 
paid based on clinical outcome and patient 
satisfaction.  Hours of operation will reflect the 
needs of a community for each specific center. 
Some centers will  operate for 16 hours or more 
per day, possibly six or seven days a week.  

 CURE centers’ commitment to Proactive 
Healthcare™ with full transparency of benefits, 
clinical outcome, and cost, and the Total Health™ 
system of prevention, early detection, and 
effective treatment will open doors to a new era 
of affordable and accessible healthcare.  

 Such initiatives could save as much as 
$500 billion from the current annual healthcare 
expenditures in the U.S. of $2.5 trillion. 

 CURE Foundation has been working with 
medical centers, colleges of medicine, private 
and public hospitals and other organizations, 
providing funding to develop cost-effective 
technologies.  We are currently working with 
ambassadors, health ministers, presidents and 
prime ministers of many countries to develop a 
ten-year plan to upgrade healthcare programs. 

As an Independent, I have voted for candidates from 
both parties.  I am President and sole shareholder of 
my companies and have no aspirations for political 
appointment or elected office.  I am passionate about my 
career and believe in what I do.  What excites me about 
my work is my ability and desire to help save lives.  Often 
I am asked about my plans for retirement, but as long as 
lives are saved, I will pursue my passion and contribute to 
society.

Mr. President, I would like to invite you, First Lady Michelle 
Obama, and all our fellow Americans to join CURE 
Foundation’s initiatives to reshape America’s future for 
this decade and beyond. I would be honored to receive 
your comments/support for CURE Foundation. For more 
information, please visit www.cure.lu; send comments to 
krish@cure.lu.

Sincerely yours,

Krishnan Suthanthiran

Life is a gift from our parents. We are born to live, and live to 
enjoy and cherish our gift. We can look at every obstacle as 
an opportunity or every opportunity as an obstacle. Who 

we are, what we are, and where we are have a lot to do 
with the choices we have made and the ones we did not.  

Our career is the outcome of what we do with the gift. 

Other websites of interest:

www.teambest.com 
www.teambestnews.com 

www.kitsault.com
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Mahatma Gandhi 
dreamed of a free 
India.  Today, it is 
the world’s largest 
democracy.  I, too, 
have a dream – one 
shared by millions – 
and a plan to realize 
this dream of quality 
healthcare that 
is affordable and 
accessible to all, yet 30 
percent lower in cost 
this decade.  I believe 
everyone deserves the 
best healthcare.  Only 
through education 
can we effectively 
eliminate poverty 
and promote global 
health, understanding, 
and peace.

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,

This is the first in a series of my communications with you and our fellow citizens 
of the world to engage in an objective discussion about improving healthcare 
delivery at a lower cost.  As an entrepreneur and small business owner with four 
decades of healthcare experience, I would like to share my vision for the future of 
the global healthcare system. 

My plan can save millions of lives and 
alleviate the suffering caused by preventable 
diseases.  These efforts will help eliminate 
needless and expensive emergency room 
visits, hospitalization and intensive care 
stays.  After four decades in healthcare, I have 
seen the good, the bad, and the ugly sides of 
medicine and health insurance around the 
world.  Government-provided healthcare in 
most countries has failed to keep pace with 
the introduction of new technologies.   
A private healthcare system often becomes 
expensive and focused on caring for the  
rich and privileged.

As a young engineering student, I saw my father suffer and die from cancer and 
decided I wanted to work in oncology.  After graduation I was fortunate to begin 
my career with an oncologist in Washington, DC in 1972.  Five years later I opened 
Best Medical International and have operated the TeamBest family of companies 
ever since.  I named my company Best to reflect my goal of being the best.  I am 
proud to say that we have developed a reputation for being the best and most 
experienced in the business.  Our products have saved millions of lives worldwide 
and continue to do so every day. 

An Open Letter to World Leaders

from Krishnan Suthanthiran

President, Best Medical International, Inc.
Founder, CURE Foundation

June 2010

Subject: CURE Global 2020 — Improving Healthcare Delivery at a Lower Cost 

“A healthy person  

has many wishes,  

but the sick person 

has only one.” 

— Indian Proverb —
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Goals and Accomplishments

I established CURE Foundation in 2007 to create a new 
paradigm and promote my plan for improving healthcare 
globally.  CURE Foundation’s goal is to create private, truly 
non-profit, non-governmental, self-sustaining medical 
centers, express and mobile clinics around the world, for 
a global standard of care at a significantly lower cost than 
private for-profit centers.  

krish@cure.lu      www.cure.lu    

 

JOIN US!
Working together allows us to improve 
healthcare.  Together we are the CURE.  
We would be honored to receive your 

comments and support at krish@cure.lu. 

Other sites of interest:

www.teambest.com
www.teambestnews.com

www.kitsault.com

    CURE Foundation has been working with medical 
centers, colleges of medicine, private and public 
hospitals and other organizations to fund cost-
effective medical technologies.  We are currently 
working with ambassadors, health ministers, 
presidents and prime ministers of many countries 
to develop a ten-year plan to upgrade healthcare 
programs. 

    CURE centers’ commitment to Proactive 
Healthcare™ (full transparency of benefits, clinical 
outcome, and cost) and the Total Health™ system 
(prevention, early detection, effective treatment, 
and total cure) will open doors to a new era of 
affordable and accessible healthcare. 

I would like to invite you and our fellow citizens of the 
world to join CURE Foundation’s initiatives to reshape 
the future of our healthcare delivery so that poverty, 
malnutrition, and contagious diseases can be eliminated 
and lives improved by providing superior healthcare 
and education at a lower cost.  For more information, 
please visit www.cure.lu. 

Sincerely yours,

Krishnan Suthanthiran

CURE Foundation will focus on establishing:

	Preventive Care Specialists 

	Geriatric Care Specialists 

	CURE U.S. and International Health Corps 

	CURE Global Insurance 

	CURE Global Purchasing Organization 

	CURE Global Standard of Care

	CURE Institutes in the fields of neurological sciences; 
breast, prostate, lung, and gynecologic cancers; 
diabetes; obesity; cardiac care; drug & alcohol 
addiction; and other diseases

CURE Foundation will, at a low cost or free of 
charge, address the need for:

	Purified drinking water for everyone

	Sewer systems where needed

	Dental hygiene and comprehensive dental care

	Vaccines to every child for immunizations

	HPV vaccines for teenage girls and young women

	Annual physical exams and diagnostic procedures

	Access to prescription drugs and major procedures 
including those for cancer, lung, heart, neurological, 
orthopedic, vascular and other diseases

	Optimal technology for the best clinical outcome

	Education and training for health care professionals

In addition:
	Incentives and bonuses will be paid to health care 

professionals based on clinical outcomes and patient 
satisfaction

	Digital technology, electronic data systems, 
telemedicine, and use of the internet for other 
applications will be employed as much as possible
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